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ABSTRACT

This Report is the Final Engineering Report covering work

completed on the IGOR Shelter under Contract AF O0(606)-1212,

r.ata and Calc.Aations are included to indicate the completed

shelters conform to the design requirements as set forth in

the Technical Exhibit No. SE/862-571Bo



PART I

The purpose of this contract was to design, develop, and

fabricate six (6) IGOR Shelters in accordance with Technical

Exhibit SE/862-571B, dated May 23, 1956. The IGOR Shelter

consists cP the following parts:

A. A Circular Base Section

Bo An Upper Rotating Section

C. A Power Drive Unit for controlling and rotating the

Upper Rotating Section.

2. GENERAL PACTUAL DATA.

2.1. Identifigetion of ; ogineers and Technicians.

2.1.1. Chief Engineer. Mr. T. C. Burnett*, Jr., had responsi-

bility for the basic design of the IGOR Shelter.

2.1.2. Project Engineer. Mr. C. C. Culler had responsibility

for the developmental design.

2.1.3. Administrator. Mr. John L. Nichols had responsibility

for administrative work after December, 1956.

2.1.4. Manufacture and fabrication was carried out at the

Murfreesboro, Tennessee, plant of the Alfred Hofmann &

Cc., of West New York, New Jersey. Mr. V. E. Fortuna,

of the Alfred Hofmann company, had responsibility for

this work.

2.1.5. Design Engineer. Mr. Pat Ingelse had responsibility for

detail drawings.

2.!.6. Electronic Enginaer. Mr. W. R. Peck had responsibility

for the servo drive,
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2oi.'* .Sutry of w6rk effort° Mr° To C. Burnette, Jro, left

, ,Ce tractoroe employ as of.Jahuary 1. 19577 and

It"'ohnLe Nichols took over the administrative duties.

SAbeJfmrd d-ofmann company cozoleted and shipped the first

"tre*. .fol 14es by April 3, 19579 and the remaining three

' ueltere were oozileted and ready for inapection on

"* . {PA,'±.•22*..1957. They were accepted bW the 1&4hn•+a•

S16iprsoextative of the Contracting Officer on July 12, 1957,

02.1 'PeAnts.

292.1. The Power Drive Unit fcr cobtrolling crnd rotating the

Upper fotating Section is identical electronically to

the power drive units mupplied with Oerlikon proprietary

"rotsting dsmes. A patent applicatiou, Serial No. 519,390,

filed July 1, 1955, with the assigned name,"Thyrstron

-Control System," cover* the electronic circ-itry in the

Power Drive TUit.

$. DR'AML FACTUAL DATA.

S.l. PrUj~naNy 1n*Giga.

-The oreliminary design was approved by $he OCntracting

Officer nk july, 1956. -. .

3i .2. Fit _• •jsin
8.2o1. Circ~~�lr� e SeC6on. The final design of the Circtal&r

Base Section was completed in September. The actaal

construction details of, Ifportance arb as follow:

A, tircular Base Section w3s built a: an integral unit,

an ii was poscibla to ship it to Pattick Air Force

Base a8 a single unit.

Best Available Cor,



B, The Circular Base Section has a rolled 3" x x 3/8"

aluminum angle forming a circular track on which the

Upper Rotating Section rotates. Twelve (12) verti-

cal supports of 3" x 1/4" Zee aluminum channel support

the circular track and provide mounting surfaces for

the aluminum skin which forms the inside and outside

vertical surfaces of the Circular Base Section.

Aerocor Fibreglas insulation, with a nominal thick-

ness of 3", placed between the aluminum skins provides

the required thermal insulation.

C. The Circular Base Section has an annex approximately

5 1/4 feet wide and 2 1/2 feet deep, which encloses

the Power Drive Unit. An access door, about 42" wide,

is provided in the Circular Base 5 ection. The Circu-

lar Base Section can be mounted to the tower by using

the eight (8) 1" diameter bolt holes equally spaced

on a 13 ft. 5 in. diameter circle. Yetal shims

should be placed under each vertical support during

installation as required to level the circular track.

3.2.2. Upper Rotating Section. The final design i' the Upper
3-.

Rotating Section and its associated pnrts was complete in

October; however, numerous changes wore made as reqtui.red for

optimum performance as tho No. I Shelter was being assembled.

The last of these changes was -lade in February, 1957. The

construction details of iiportance follow:

A. The structural shape of the Upper Rota'Jng Sectiorn was

fi.xv:I by I 'rol '!d 1 x/4 3- x 1/!n" alumni fnti rt-ctangtilar

.nc fcr(ui• i o rl we].id in the des red sh-.me Orc!

.........................................



location. The shzped surfaces of the Upper Rotating

Section are of a sandwich construction consisting cf

three inches of pow Styrofoam #33 bonded between an

I outside and an inside layer of fiberglass. The fiber-

glass layers are also bonded to the rectangular tubing

producing a unified structure.

B. The primary support member of the Upper Rotating Section

4 is the guide and support ring assembly. The guide

ring is a rolled 3/8" x 10" aluminum plate welded to

the support ring which is a rolled 3 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 1/4"

aluminum angle. The six (6) support rollers, the six (6)

lockdown rollers, and the six (6) counter-rollers, and

the six (6) positioning rollers are mounted upon the

guide ring.

C. There is a large viewing aperture, about 6 1/2 ft. wide

and having a 1050 arc, with two removable doors in the

Upper Rotating Section. The lower, smaller door can

ride piggy-back on the upper, larger door. The upper,

larger door is motorized with limit stops at the upper

and lower limits of travel.

3.2.3. Power Drive Unit. The final design of the Power Drive Unit

was completed in September, 1956. The important details

are as follow:

A. A roller chain is stretched around the guide ring

over 3/8" spacers and is held to The guide ring by

chain attachments located at approximately 3 degrees

around the guide rini. A mating link-belt sprocket

has a 110:1 ratio with the Upper Rotating_ Section. Due

to the type of construction, the guide ring will not
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be a perfect circle, and therefore the sprocket shaft

cannot be rigidly fixed. A kinematic type drive,

pivoting about the drive motor axis, has been provided

to allow the sprocket shaft to wove in and out as

required by the guide ring. An adjustable sprocket

counter-roller has been provided to roll against the

inside surface of the guide ring to maintain the

sprocket in the roller chain at all times.

B. The drive motor is a 3/4 horsepower D.C. motor w~lh

a rated speed of 1200 rpm. With the gear ratios as

provided, the dome will t•otate at least 25 degrees/second

and will track up to at least 20 degrees/sccond. The

shelter syncbro control transformer is geared to the

sprocket shaft to turn at exactly a 1:1 ratio to the

2shelter. This synchro is a Doelcam 23CT6 and matts

with a Doelcam 23CX6 to be mounted in the IGOR instrument.

C. Accesto the Power Drive Unit is provided through

the inside annex cover plate, which is removable by

means of T)zus fastinors. All the electronic adjust-

ments can be made at the electronic control unit panel

located to the right of the inside surface of the annex.

D. The Power Drive Unit requires only 117 volt, 60 cycles

per second, single phase power. The single power inlet

supplies all the lights located in the Circular Base

Section, the convenience outlets, the Peol-lite, and

the Power Drive Unit. The power soirce must be con-

nected to the inlet terminals of the fused switch box

in the left-hand corner of the annex as viewed fru,-Ti in-

-1d !h O e



3.3. Thermal Properties of the Shelter.

3.3.1. Circular Base Section Insulationo The contract called

for heat insulating lining to be equivalent to 3" of

fiberglass. Three inches of Aerooor Fibreglas were used

to insulate the Circular Base Section. In the annex, at

least one inch of Aerocor Fibreglas was used on all sur-

faces, and two inches were used wherever possible.

3.3.2. Upper otating Section, The Dow Styrofoam #33 used in

the shelter has a k factor slightly better than the k

factor of fiberglass, and thus the 3 inches of Styrofoam

with the fiberglass bond has bettor insulation capabili-

tios than 3 inches of fiberglass.

The doors covering the viewing aperture have only two

inches of Aerocor Fibreglas with aluminum reflector

surfaces. Original design had doors 3 inches thick, but

the weight of the doors was excessive, and a compromise

was made between weight and thermal insulation.

3.4. Structural Data.

3.4.1. Exhibit I presents calculations made in January, 1957,

determining the critical stresses in the IGOR Shelter for

winds of 130 miles per hour wihen the viewing aperture is

closed and for gusts of 70 miles per hour when the viewing

aperture is open.

3o5. Acceptance Inspection and Testingo

3.5.1. Exhibit Il is the Acceptance Inspection -md Testing Report

of the AF)4TC Technical Representative corering the first

three shelters. In the acceptance inspection, the require-

ments of the contract, as stated in the AFMTC Technical

Exhibit No, SE/862-571B, are compared to the IGOR Shelters



as supplied. The deficiencies noted wore corrected before

shipment of the No. 1, No. 2, and No.. 3 shelters. The

seal leakage tests were carried out on these shelters on

Xarch 5 and $, 1957, and there aws no ovidence of leakage.

SsJe Exhibit: 111o

8.5.f. The test results of the IGOR Shelters, as recorded in

tcihbit 11, determine the Power Drive Unit performance.

This data indicated a low accel~ration in the counter-

clockviee direction of the No. 1 shelter.

3.5.3. Exhibit III aumarizes the adjustments and changes made

on the Jo. 1 Dome Control Unit to improve its performance

in the counter-clockwise direction. The 30-degreq stop

input test indicates the performance is the ame in both

directions after the adjustuests were made.'

3$5.4. Exhibit IV is the test results of the Power Drive Unit

performance for the No. 4, No. 5, and No. 6 sheltersQ T*

data for Shelter No. 5 indicated an acceleration below 10

degrees per second per second,

Exhibit V is the test results of the Power Drive Unit per-

formance for the No. 5 Shelter, recorded the week before

the shelters were shipped.

3.60 Notorized Door.

8.6.1. Due to the size and weight of the Viewing Aperture Door,

it was desirable to have s9(,e automatic means of raising

and lowering the door. A 1/4 horsepower gear motor was

mounted at the center of the upper edge of the Viewing

Aparture to move the doors up or down in response to push-

button controls. Limit switch*s are provided to stop the

door at the desired extreities of travel.



3.7. Neoprene Sheet Seal.

3.7.1. experlence with the first three units which wOre shipped

to Patrick Air Force Base indicated that the wind conditions

existing there made the oil seal undesirable. In order to

effect a seal without major changes being required, the

Neoprene Sheet Seal was added at the base of the Upper

Rotating Section. This seal must be manually raised for

operation and must be manually lowered to seal the Shelter

in the stowed condition. The oil seal may or may not be

used in conjunction with this Neoprene Sheet Seal, as the

operating personnel so desire.

Exhibit VI it the agreement defining the requirements for

the Neoprene Sheet Seal made between Oerlikon Tool & Arms

Corporation of America and AFXTCo

/-8-



* 1. CONCLUSIO

1,1. Stvro•_L Fibrealas ConstLtit~on.

-The Styrofoam Pibreglas zandwich type construction has the

oharacteristics desired for Astrodome Shelters. Its thermal

insulatimo properties are the best available. Its rigidity

and strength to weight ratio is high. Its fabrication

process is versatile, permitting mas,. different shapes and

sizes. Its weathering properties are excellent. Any

accidental breaks in the exposed surfaces can be easily

repaired with a miniamu of equipment.

L.2. Kinematic ActionPower Drive.

The Kinematic Action drive mechanism presents some definite

advantages for driving Astrodome Shelters. Its basic pur-
pose is to allow non-circularity and eccentricity of the

rotating section while maintaining a rigid and accurate

gearing between the drive shaft and the rotating section.

The drive as assembled in the IGOR Shelters is protected

from the outside weather conditions° The friction level

of this drive is quite low and allows in and out movements

of ths sprocket shaft of two inches.

1.3. RotstAlnew )(ass and Friction Level.

The rotating mass of the IGOR Shelter is in excess of

1800 pounds and has a Wr2 of 54,600 #-ft.2. The friction

level was reduced by using stainless steel-tired ball bear-

ntin rollers, The shelters as built with the electronicaily

controlled 3/4 horsepower motor hfs an acceleration-velocity



product.,of at, least 10 x 25 a 250o Thus, this ehelter. or

a shelter with"lailar fricttL* levels and rotating mase

can have this koeeleration-velooity product with the same

size drive Motor. A 1 1/2 horsepower motor would give an

acoeleration-vm1!bit) product of W00. The desirfd velocity-

acceleration ratio can bo.oktaieodby seleoting the correct

gear ratio betweua the dri've notor and the rotating section.

•The GOR Shelters as built have a ratio of 206il giving a

Velootty to acceleration ritio of 2,51l.

-to



EHIBIT T

STSTRUCTRL AML a LGR HET

1. DRAG AND LIFT FORCES ON IGOR DOME AT 130 MPH AND 70 MPH WINDS..

1010 Drag Force Formula.

Reference for all formulae is Mark's MECHANICAL ENGINEERS'
HANDBOOK, Fifth Edition, pp 1468 - 1486.

Drag. C1 V2S
2

whereva a air density x 2.378 x 10"3 pounds/cubic foot
V m wind velocity a 130 mph x 190.6 feet/secOnd
S : surface area

1.2. Drag coefficient CDo

The dome when stowed ?resents a surface which is made up of
a cylinder and a sphere. Since the dome is a closed velume,
the Reynolds number has an effect on the drag coefficient CDo

R : Reynolds # : V1

where: 1 = length of object perpendicular to air flow in feet
1 14 ft. S•viscosity f air*1.21 x I0"° poundb/foot-second.

at 130 MPH wind:

R x L.378 x 10"3)(190,6)(14) = 5.24 x 105
1,21 x 10-O

at 70 MPH wind:

R , (5.24 x 105)(0 . 2.82 x 105

For sphere drag coefficient is about:

CD 25 0,4 at 130 MPH wind
Sphere

CD h a 0.5 at 70 MPH wind

DSphere
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For cylinder with length of 5 diameters and its axis normal
to the wind the drag coefficient iss

CDcylinder .8 at 130 MPH wind

CD c o8 at 70 MPH windcylinder

For cylinder with length of 1 diameter and its axis parallel
with the wind the drag coefficient is:

C .91 at 180 XPH windcylinder

CD c .91 at 70 MPH windcylinder

When the dome is in operation, the viewing ap6: turo will be
open. The drag coefficient will depend on the location of
the opentng at the vlIwtol pert ure with res.tn t I the wI,.tO
direction. For the case Of maximum drag, the wind "oulld be
blowing directly into the opening. The drag coefficient-for
an open hemisphere facing the wind is:

CDopen hemisphere = 1.35

1.3. Drag forces.

1.3.l. When the shelter is closed and the axis of the cylindrical
section is parallel to the wind direction, the surface is
a combination of a sphere and a cylinder, and the surface
of the spherical portion ist

Saphers V (6)2 "r_= 56.5 square feet-r
Scylinder j (8.5)2--" - 56.5 = 56.8 square feet

2

An approximate drag coefficient for the combined surfaces
will be assumed to be as follows:

C (1912(56.Q) # (.)(56.5) a 74J3 .657
lia.a -1.

FDI (.657)(2.378)(19oe)2(ll3.,3) = 3210 pounds

FD I is the force on the upper rotating section when stowed

in 130 MPH wind whose direction is parallel to the cylindri-
cal section axis.
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1.3.2o When the sbelter is closed And thz axis of the cylindrical
4oction to. norval to a 130 )fIW win-,', &ia alizk'r~coo its j~in

A 0el%4114t'on of a uYI i tiufIf.&I. Otto f4 o ja0si% a #j o p|t..s I *O.

Cylindrical Surface Area 9 (8,5](8d•) 55,2 square leot

Spherieal Surface 2 r(r cosG(dg)(r cosO -

2 2r ~ +7 - 0.866

Sr2 P/~3 4 .33]

S(42.25)(.614) n 25.9 square feet

Dclinder : )12, .2)

= 1905 pounds

D sphere a(4)(2,378 x l0-3)(1O,6)2(25.9)

R 447 paunds

YD 2 100o3 447 . 2350

1.3.3. Wfth the viewin 1 aperture open and a 70 MPH wind blowing
direotly into the viewing aperture, the surface is made
up of an open surface 8 1/2 foet by 6 1/2 feet and the
cloled sphierical surface of section 1.3.2.

Open Surfatce a 55.2 square feet

Spherical Surface x 25.9 square feet

: 20 pounds
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tir (,41J2.378 x lo'S)(lO2oS)2"2?1.9)

rDspherical '

: 129 pounds

FD3  x 1055 pounds

SThe maxiuma drag force is 3210 pounds.

1.4. Lift forces.

1.4.1. There are no lift coefficients given which are applicable
to the shelter. Nowever, an upper limit can be placed on
the lift forces to be equal to one half of the drag force.

1.4.2. The weight of the upper rotating section must be subtracted
Sfro the maximum lift force to obtain the not lift force.

FL .8210 - 1400 : 205 pounds
net ~

2. STRESSES IN THE COUNTER-ROLLERS DUE TO THE LIFT AND DRAG FORCES
ON THE IGOR DOME°

2.1. Force on counter-rollers due to the forces on the upper
rotating section.

Nof oily tuq~ by no; 11t r9 V-

400 "14-M1 ~w4 1114611 In tile
tu et ts'o~e { Jratr.a d o oounter-r~oiters. Therefore, we
assume that the total net lift at worst ib borne equally by
four counter-rollers ard that two of these rollers are the
rollers which counteract the moment due to the drag forces.

2.1.1, Force on four counter-rollers which are assumed to bear the
net lift force ist

V1 205 AW 51 pounds

2.1.2. The centroid of the cylindrical surface is about 4 feet up
from the base of the upper rotating section. If the wind
pressure was equally distributed over the projected area,
then the center of pressure would be located approximately
there. From configuration, we know that the maxi•ium pres-
sures will be experienced by the lower center surfaces where
the air velocities are the lowest, so the pressure center
would be lower, Thus four feet is a good assumed value for

I



the moment a~r. The turning U momnt of the drag force is
then:

XD a 4 x 3210 a 12,840 pound foot.

The two active sounter-rollers will have a moment arm of
'about 11 feet for a rotation about the lower rear edge of
the upper rotating section, The force on each of the3o
two rollers due to the drag moment is about

FRD 2 (1/2)(12.4) z 584 pounds

2.1.8. Poree on the couster-rollers due to the lock-down rollers
'is etimated to be about 30 pounds.

2.1.4. Total force on the two maxinmu loaded counter-rollers is
then:

PCR : 51 * 584 # 30 a 665 pounds

14, Itromeso On the @9untorwratlerI p

2.2,#. Counter-rollor support shaft ts an sketched belowi

-11c r4I

S. . . . .. .. . ... ... . .. . . .
" t ;

\ -e;

., , . . . . . " 1

[ -i

:,. - -* "-e - ,•. 4 ..
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2.2.2. Shearing stress is a maximum at the 1/2 - 13 mounting bolt.
The thread depth is approximately 0.100 inch, oo the working
area Lot

A * (G5 - .2)2 7'/4 .0706 squatre inches

Shear strass is:

So 9A19 4 0 psi

2.2.3, The maxiuat tension stress will ocour at the inveir edge of
the ase-half inch nominal diameter portion. The moment on
the shaft at that point-is:

N a (0")(1/2) g 382.5 pound-inches

jTbe amAxit tension stress is therefores.

ST a A3351 a 279000 psi

2.2.4. The Materima used is stainless atpei type 304, which has a
tensile strengtk of 85,000 psi. This gives a safety factor
of 5.

3. ST1RU TURAL D NECHAJICAL PROPERTIES OP THE F1BREGLASS-STYROFOAX
STRUTURE UD 111 M tPPER ROTAYfiC SECTION.

8.1. JOuhanioal Properties at 770 P of Styrofoam #33.

Compressive Yield Strength 16 - 38 psi
Tensile Strength 65 - 95 psi
Shear Strength 80 - 40 psi
FlPexural Strength 48 - 99 psi

"3.2. Wechanioal Properties of the Fibroglass-Styrofoam structure
as used in the upper rotating section.

Compression Yield Strength (coapression normal to
the Pibroelass surface) as tested 33 psi

Compression Yield Strength (compression parallel
to the Fibreglass surface) as tested 89 - 52 psi

Flexural Strength 180 psi

4. 1RESTATIVE YAUjS OF STRESS II TIrE UPPER ROTATTJG SECTION
TiWER WAD>ING~ OP %A'!M WIWDS.

4.1. )iaximm prasmure on dome acrfzce (in terms of ~iacrease over
atmiospheric pressure).

A'.'i~c pud/saro fon



t This corresponds to ompression loading normal to Fibreglass
surface, which has a yield strength of 83 psi.

4ot. If the total force acting on the dome is considered to be
acting at the front edge of the upper rotating section and
that all restraint is considered acting at the rear edge of
the wrpper rotating section, a mean compressive stress
(compression parallel to the Fibreglass Gurface) can be
calculated for the mid cross seetion of the dome. The area
of this cross section is as followns
Acq • (2)(,$•71) q, 2(30) # 66

3 £163 - 66 a gs8 squar ]-.ncheg,

Stress e $ 3. psi

The yield strength for this loading as measured is 39 psi.

4,3, In order to calculate the flexure loading in tha dome the
problem must be greatly simplified. Since the spherical
shape is stronger than the cylindrical shape, we shall-
assme a cylindrical cantilever beam with an outside radius
oe 6 1/2 feet and a wall thickness of 3 inches. A concentrated
lesd of 8210 pounds in applied at a distance of 6 feet from the
fixed end.

Fer the bou~t

I X =41r4 . i' 7r (o- ri)(ro,+ ri) '.ro 2 o ri2]

T- " (S)(158)(6084 + 5625) v * (68,900) in. 8

Thu maximum moment iss

M's (3210)(72)

The maximum flexurr. stress is:

Sf r j210)(72)(4) : 4.27 psi

The corresponding flexural yield strength was mearured as 180 psi.

In the above assumed conditions, the cylinder would have internal
support to hold it in tha cylindrical shape. In the actual
str-vcture* the aluninum uamberr.s the spherical section, and the
stin st:pport plate tend to m.aintain thm dom in the unlonded

S•shape.
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I A~TMI fl43P3CTIO & TIST RUOfRT

9abjectt IGORIAstrodwme - W.A. 02-62016

Applicable Documemtsi Technica~l khibit #a/862-571
i. Contrect A708(606)-3;2

Contracto r Otrlikon Tho• & iAn Corp. of Awrioa (Iereinafttr referrte
as OTA), Ashvmll, M...

fabrication B: tAlfred RcMxann Co.

lNashvill.4, Tenn.

Tests conducted st AlfredI1ofann Co. 11-15 February 1957.

Preonael partibipating in tests or present at eofuann dcrIn inspection
mad test perlodr-

Mr. Vincent Fortuna, Hotmann Plant Manager
Mr. Walter Pock, LEi*eer, OTA
Mr. John L. Nichols, Asst. to President, OTA
Mr. F. D. Tyler, A.C.),p Atlanta Air Procurement listrict
Mr. G. D. Cope, Ig•e~i ert RCA AIMC Technical Repreentatitv
Mr. 1. Graves, Plant Supt., Production Ccntrol, Rofmn
Mr. V. A. Thornterry, Plant Forrmnj, Roftmn
Prof. V. R. Baker, Associate Professor of NL., Vanderbilt Univ.

?acbtal Data: The Technicil .hibit was reviewed by Msre'. Nichols, Peck,
Fortua and Cope. A brief resume follow*. The results of
this reviev were later discussed with Mr. Tyler.

•required radius of the hemispherical volume should be 6'60 with center
5'8Y above floor level v'i! actually is 617-1/89 radium with center 5'10-1/••
above floor.

TW**eight is estimted to be 2,750 pounds as cowiezd to penmisaible

maximu of 2,500 pounds. Actual weights will be determined at time of
shipment. The weight problem on IGOR towers is not critical and weight
in ecess nf 2,500 pounds is acceptable.

3.1.2:
Mr-oubmitted structural data which has been reviewed. The astrodcme
will wiltstand 130 1?H hurricanevelocity winds as required.
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Wequired d4e aperture vidth Is 642 wd chelks out setisfactorily.
"This atnereA 11 t6 pfamit slevat.J tnrockWt trom approximately -V to

0 tiý0 16tatiicir~p'SWA~tstive advised the. contrse+,or
that this elevation travel Ia acieptable. The reqairment that the
field of vie"w o the sighting telescopes must not be obscured will!
permit 4,50 dome lag,. this ite is ca-ered In poeformance data for each
dom'^ and discused under test procedures.

h-e-IP •support rollers (6 total)hane. a stainless steoel over a
phenolic sleeve to miniMse vibration, The ecoentrically mounted lock
down rollers (6 total) are rubber cowered to prevent doo"e to support
track surface during periods of stomage. the roflere (6 total) beneath
the track to permit overturning are stainless steel.

dome door has three pairs (one roller on each Bide at top,

middle and bottom) of rollers whict are on an eccentric arm. Each pair
(such a" top pair) is operated from a centrally locally *quare stub
shaft. Rand craks are provided for lccking and unlocking tbe door.
Similar eccentric locks are provided for the pIggy back door. PadC: locks are to be added to the piggy back door to prevent entry of unauth-
orlsed personnel. The door in the base has a tumbler type lock.

on reservoir type seal Is provided between the rotating d•me and
base. Via Con C-50 (Connemi Rubber & Plastics Co.) is used as the
seal for the base door, main do'e door, piggy back door and between
the piggy back and main dome doors, There are no sliding seals. In
aftitiom a rubber flap Is provided above the seal on the upper end of
the Palo 4o. ioor. A shield Is extended on each aide of the main dome
door. A water dUflector is attached to the bottom of the main dame door
to prevent direct water spray hitting the seal be+Wocn the main and
piggy back doors. A flange is provided above the be"e door to preventdirect water spray 'ittlng the seal. Theoe flange, flaps, etc. vill
decrease the possibilities of water leakage. Vin Con C-50 is satisfactory
(se par. .1.2.3).

-rotordrive requirerinta of this paragraph have been fulfilled.

e perTfr•ance will be cmered in teat data cn each astrodca.
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The Y*Viroesnts of this paravrsph have been fulfilled except for drive
shock mounting. The design 13 the saw as that which was approved b7
RCA Units 850 and 8820. The vibration produced by the astrodome did
not appear to be excessive. Vibratibn measuring equipment was not avail-
able. Te Technical Extihit does not set levels of allowable vibrations.
The Technical Represeative feels that the vibration is not excessive.
The drive is acceptable "as-is".

The initial design approval included provisions for a door in the base
which eliminated the requirement .or steps.

uom is a sandwich type construction using fiberglass sad Dow .tyro-
fom #33 (apprxdmately 3' thick). The K factor is .23 to .28 at WOoF.
The doors have two inches of Ovens Corning Aerocor fiberglass with a K
facter of .285 at 7507.

The door construction is made up in the following ordert aluminum skin,

ow whoot of Alusrfoil, 2' riberglisu, me aheat of Alun1Toll, aluminum
skin.

tH@ WO. seibtt of dhiM 09 Odi 3 "ud Nfib§etquett do.-No have and will fha~e
30 of fiberglass. A1 dome base has 2' of fiberglas, The Annex will have
at least 10 of fiberglass on all surfaces and 20 of fiberglass wherever
possible. These insulation provisions are acceptable.

kiiý recessed wall lights and one reelite are furnished and are accept-
able.

3. A3..1 .2.2, 3.2.2.1:
Qualitr Cwtrol prsonnel would normally make an inspection on require-
mante in these paragraphs. There were no qislity Control inspectors
prese3nt. The T1chnical Represenative reviewed materials used and
practices follcwed. The contractor has taken precautions to furnish
a product which' will withstand a tropical seashore locale with an aboo-
lute minimum of maintenance (see note under drive chain sud sprocket
problem ancoantered). It is the opWnion of the Technical Respresentative
that these requirements were adequately fulfilled.

tractor used electrical '2aterials which tre non-rmtrient to fungus.
Glass covered wire was used for the rontor control. This ix acceptable.



74Frcation provided is satirfactory.

Tactor has exercised great care and prec.tions to nini-ni. -

dowe rolling friction, avold binds and high spots.

Ths euireomnts are full,_lled.

contractor hap provided a product which indicate. good workmaan-
ship. The appearance of #1 astrodouie is not as good as ubsequent
astrodoaes. Many techniques were perfected and proble solved an
Al. This difference in appearance is acceptable.

4.2.?1 4.2.2tbsa requi-remnta were fulfilled.

TFWseal leakage test wav not conducted because of the quantity of water
involved in a five minute test on all seals at a pressure of 50 pounds
per square inch. That mount of water would flood the) plant. The
c-itractor agreed to conduct this test when loading the doems for ship-
ping. Copies of the test results will be furnished.

4.2.4,
T79 w uas tracked in one direction, then reversed quickly md was
found to be satisfactory. The test equipment available would not simulate
initial IOM tracking rates from a stopped poeition. See discussion
under Lag Tests. In view of the fact at t%4 $rush Record*er was avail-
able .for anly a very limited period ol time the Technical Representative
and the contractor agreed to run me dcom about four hours (alternating
direction each hour) at So6 0/sec. rather than ran all domes at 50/s9c.
for two hcurzo Thm test data will provide resuvts.

MIg vi 0' M M OFUIVT9 APPUDI',,n

'c.rm cotractor thoardnd a r-evi-is parts list to A•P~.f- on 6 February
i. C. . re-ricad a.et includec !_c which were changed in recent

- oTr, cctntractor advied Mr. Tyler thtt thT weald prefor to
6p 3,• p•--ta prociar'd frru Hofiaann rather than OTA. KMr. Tyler vat'

Y--,o,•3 thin problea. Mr. Tyler was zdviaod that spare parts ar
• ' ,•, • -• ,;q ! l.•rt pose!ible dnte.
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Insatrction Dcok Mawmecript
ýA- T contactor forwarded this itm to ArATC cn 6 February 1957.

' 1 installation Criteria
SCoWulte.

Theonractor recently roqustedt a deviation from the drawing require-
mente. A recomdation of acceptace of their proposal hba been ma =e°

The following problim were encountered during inspection mad test.
Corrective action is indicated.

All Astrodom.

( a) No locks for done doors to avoid entry of unauthorized personnel
-- corrective actiont add padlocks to piggy back door.

(b) No serial numbers on ustrodomes or thyratron control units --

4. corrective action: add aerial nwubers.

S (e) The plastic cover over the convenience outlets does not permit
proper engagemt of male plugs -- corrective action: use metal
cover or rearrane attaching devices.

(d) The piggy back door corner strikes the aperture seal when closing
the piggy back door and will, in time, dimage the seal --
corrective action: install tw, metal strips on bottom side (one
on each and) of main dome door to prevent the corner of the piggy

* back door touehing the seal.

(e) The dme drive sprocket jusps out of engagement with the drive
chain with sudden reversal of dome drive. Every fourth chain
link is supported with a K-I attaciment. ?he K-i holds the chain
way frce the dome skirt by apprximately 3/8*.

There were nim provisions to hold the links between [-1 attachiments
on the same radius as the link attached to the 1-1. The sprocket
Jumped at thia intermediate pelnt - corrective action: ad two
support spacers betweme each two X-1 attachmants. Aluminum
spacers were used and are to be treated to prevnt galvanic action.

,(' Th7 one dome door lock crank universal joint is welded to pr*veTt
swviel action - corrective action: leave viwo1ded on others ond
break veld on ti'e one iiready made.
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(a)T F wrperture sea2 does not fit. properly c- eorrective actimn:
seal replaced.

(b) riggy back door rollers Ao not engage slot in door track --
corrective actiom: repcsition limit stops.

(c) Dome door drive shaft bent -- corrective actions straighten
shaft.

(d) Roller which limdit drive sprocket eSgement in chain hit X-1
attachments -- corrective action: cut radius on corner of
roller.

7 o• r main done door lock decal backwards -- corrective action:

rvere decal.

(b) Sam as (b) done fl.

(c) Light witch upside down -- corrective actions reverse switch.

(d) S as (c) dme f.

S (s) 3ynchre transformor drive link set screw missing -- corrective
actions put in and tighten set screw.

_wtrqdq 1).•

reverse decal.

(b) Sme an (a) dome 12.

(c) Piggy back door eccentric rollers out of phase or alignment --
corrective actions realign acesntries.

P21 111PTION 0! TEST ErUIPMWIT & lITSM
FM AR.DtTIQK AND I~XOIMM, L&G. Wry.

Test ]kquipem t

(a) Zsrtr;Z-w raluatort- A Doelcam 23C%6 tranrmitter syncho =nd
spotlight projector tnrntable are driven by r synchronoui rtor
through interchangeable geara and gear reducers. This synchro,
when 9lectriz*J]I connected with the synebro trawfomer on the
done drive, provides e!inls for the done control ardt. Th3
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spot of light from the projector is dlsplqed on a target which
is on the inner cirumferernce of the rotating portion of the
astrodome. The taret is gra~uated in 1/2 and 1 degree incre-
ments to 160 clockwIse and counter clockwise from a sero center
position. The output speed aeleetion available runs from
approxmiately .2e/set. to 20 0/see.

(b) Brush Recordert- A two channel Brush recorder wan used fr
acceleratian data. One synchro transformer rotor lead was
connected to one chawiel. The second channGl was cemeted
to the plate witch of the tyratron control panel to tLdicate
"sero time. A diagram of the cireuit used is available in
Optics nginseering.

(C) Stop Watcebs:-

(d) Spring Scale:-

Test Procedures
(a) Icceeration Data:- Pro and post test calibrations were recorded

in 01 and COW directions. The astrodome evaluator synchro was
aligned with the dome wynchro to obtain sero signal. & two degree
error was set in with the evaluator, The amplitude of Brush
recorder channel I represented a two degree signal. This procedure
was followed for C0 and 0CY signals of 2, h, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16
degrees.

After the pro test oalibration the •ehros were nulled. An eightSdegree @top signal wa set in with the evaluator when the dont
Se0ontral unit plate switch was off. The switch was turned on,

•iving sera time indication and starting the dome drive. Contractor
11I personnel reported that the 60 cycle power frequency is quit* stable
4 and the 60 cycles were used for a tims bass. The channel 1 ampli-

tudo and tim are corpared with the calibration to determine
acceleration. This procedure was followed for 01 and 0C0 step
signals of 8 and 16 de"rees. Three runs were made in each direction.

Acceleration was calculated from S - 1/2 A 9 .

S - degrees travelled
A - accelerxtion in degrees per second per second
T - time to travel S degrees

(b) Velocity Ikata:- Three tests were conducted to obtain velocity
data. After the synchro is nulled an error nignal greater than
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60 was set tn an heli- thro•',hou. the test. This error signal
wri3 started sigmIY it.anra:u ly wtih a stop watch, The first test
reoresents average veý..-oeitv from O0 to 3600 or one revolution.
The second test is .Io 7eirncity for one revolution after the
::.,e was at a maximun. velocity. The third test is the velocity
for two revolutions after the dome was at a maxiw•m velocity.

(c) tag Tests%- The dome lay was observed from the spot of light
described above and taken from Prush Recorder records. An
8.6 0 /sec. rate was provided by the evaluator. The lag observed
exceeds the permissible limits of 4.5 0 but are attributed to
the acceleratico of the evaluator. A calibration of the
evaluator indicated that it reache• maximum velocity in a
fraction of a second (.1 to .2) which surpasses to a great
extent the acceleration capabillties of the IGOR instrument.
The azimuth rotating mass of IGOR is estimated at approximately
four toni. After this initial lag which exceeded the allowable
L.5 0 , the lag observed was within specification limits. A
device to simulate IGOR acceleration (par. h.2.4 of T.E.) was
not available.

(d) Oscillation Test:- Par. 3.l.h.l of T.E. Sz/862-571B states
Ono serious oscillatory or unstable conditions shall be
apparent in the drive system". The oscillations were visually
observed by the spot of light on the target described above
and taken from Brush Recorder records.

(e) Wind Load Test:- The Technical Exhibit does not specify that
the astrodome must track under any wind loading. These tests
were conducted for information only and not specifically as an
acceptance criterion. A spring scale was held on the dome door
track which is at an P.75' radius from dome center. The load
was applied by hclding the load fairly uniformly with tracking
rates.

Acceleration Data
Paragraph 3...I of T.N. SEi862-571B- "The 10R shelter shall be
capable of accelerating at ten (10) degrees per second per second".

Test 1i was conducted on Dome •, on 2/1L/57. On 2/15/57 Dome #l was
operated for five hours at 8.6 //second velocity (direction of rotation
was reversed each hour) to observe oossible degradation of performance
after thIs extended run. T7rs extended run was conducted on 11 and
waived on domes #2 and ;3. Test #2 was conducted on fl imediately
after the five hour test.
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Test #3 was condicted on dom, #? on 2/14/57. The azimuth oil sea-.
Swas filled with SAE #14O oil #o determine possible degrsaation of

performance becaust of heavier oil. After these tests, the blocks
were placed under the drive chain to prevent drive sprocket• slippage.
Test #4 was conducted on dome #2 on 2/15/57.

•Test #5 was conducted on dome 13 on 2/15/57.

N 3OTES: (1) Testa 2, 4I, and 5 were conducted with the astrodomes
operating as fieldworthy units with known deficiencies
corrected.

(2) Data on the five series of tests described above are
Attachnt 1f (L, pages).,

Pa.3.1.1 of T.E. SB/62-571? - *The maz•.am tracking rate of the
IGOR shelter shall be ton (10) degrees per second.,

Dome fl CW Time o CXW Tim VelocltZ
et- - 0 to 3600 15.-5 c. . sec. 1.0 sec. osec.

Test 02 - 36o0 rota- 15.4 sec. 23.4' see. 15.A sec. 23.h14ec.
tion after reaching
top speed

Test #3 - 7200 rota- 32.0 sec. 2 2 . 5  sec. 28.7 sec. 25.1 s$c.
tiec after reaching
top speed

#- O to 3600 15 nec. 2V° Sec. l6.5 see. 24.80 sec.
Test #2 - 3600 rota- 13.5 sec 26.6 sec. 12.0 see. 30°sec.
tion after reaching
top speed

Test #3 - 7200 rota- 27.0 sec. 26.60 sec. 24.4 sec. 29.5°sec.
tion after reaching
top speed

_--•- 00 - 3600 16.2 sec. 22.10 sec. 16.2 sec. 22.10 sec.
Test 12 - 3600 rota- 13.3 sec. 27.10 sec. 12.0 see. 300 sec.
tion after reaching
top speed

Test 13 - 7200 rota- 27.e sec. 25.90 sec. 2hO sec. 300 80c.
tion after reaching
tov speed
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La' & Oscillation Tests

Dowe fl
Tie astrodome ovaluqtor set in a rate of 8.6 0 /sec., the dome was
operated from 0 to 3600 C.

h.50 las occurred at L.h sec. and stopped at 2.68 s8c.
(duration 1.28 sec.)

Total Oscillations - 14
Time for 3600 - 44 sec.
Overshoots - 2

"" iitirodoml evaluator set In a rate of .880/sic., the doms was
iperated from 0 to 30° CW, then 0 to 300 MV.

C.W. C.C.v.

r',r~t 1AR 7 ,2

I•Ma Lag 1.60 2.70
Oscillations 6 5*
frivol T from 0-300 34.5 sec. 34.5 sec.

The astrodome evaluator set in a rste of F.6 0/sec., the dcane was
orerated tror I to 3600 CW.

.,ag occurred at .533 sec. and stopped at 1.766 sec.
>iuration l,733 see.)

Ttal Oscillations - 11
Time for 3600 - 42 see.
Overshoots - 2

Tw astrodome evaluator net in a rate of 12.7°/Noc., the dome was

operated 0 to 3600 CMV.

..50 lag occurred at .65 sec. and stopped at 3.016 sec.

(duration 2.336 sec.)
,otal Oscillations - 10
Tne for 3600 - 28.4 sec.
Overshoots - 3

Dome f3
I--- astrndome evaluator set in a rate of P.6 0 /sec., the dome wan
re rated from 0 to 1800 g.

L.50 la; occurred at 1.316 sec. and stopped at 2.45 see.
(duration 1. 134 voc.

total Oc312atlons In 1W) -61
Time for 00'" Cl.P .ec.
Nver~hoote- -
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The astrw..i aval'vter set in a rate of e.6 0 /sec., the dome was
operited fror. 0 tr It° GCW -.

4.50 lag occurred at .9P rec. and stoored at 1.6 sec.
(duration .62 sec.)

Total Os:llv ions in 1CC00 .
Time for Ift 21.3 sec.
Overshoots . 1

Wind Load Tests
Reli;mnary teats revealed that all three domes performed aimilarlj

under various lootdings at different velocities. Typical data were
recorded from astrodome 13.
The walustor put in a rate of .2 and 8.60 sec.

Load Lac
.ate Directl on Alod a
.2 Cjo lbs.
.2 OW .LO !be.20-0

.2 CCV L Iba. 2½ lb1.

.2 C/ 50 lbs. 3 -3½t

S.2 ccv 5o lbs. 30- 0
.2 CW 80 lbs. 2r-3
.2 CPW ý0 lbs. 2 °-310

6.6 CV 30 lbs. 2r-h°
"8.6 CCV 30 lbs. 2 °-L°

W.6 5V 50 Ibs. 3o060
8.6 OCN 50 lbs.

Conclusi ons:
rat od f- 2 and 3 are acceptable when charges discussed herein
are completed and upon saaisfActory results of seal leakage tests.
Astrf'dome drive control um ts 12 and 3 are qceeptable. Astrodome
drive co-ntrol unit fl must be checked by the contractor to determine
reason for low CCW acceleration, corrective action taken, and unit
shipred to AFMTC.

Reen, mend at! on i
It in recomenled that the ACO take action as indicated in conclusions
above. The fl control unit may he shipped separately within three
weeks of astrodone shipment. Astrodomes # i, 2 and 3 are to be shipped
together.

G. B3. Cope
Technical Repromentative
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SMUMT, MDR Astro~mw T'*ta Coat-wct A708( 606) -~

fte Alfred Uofumn C0wp, 3bofroesborTmeccVd~
spro tests an No. 1,ý 2 and 3 MW~ Astroftwsm - "m ftiw1m rVe~rt
wbich vem ecytifI94 by a P~tazy ftb1ic %waub ittoh T &
Np~rsemtatiet ,:

-ý%u vill certify van% cm March 5, 1957 =Ame'e 8p 1957 1wr
Daum #1=01, WW( and IM0 we. subece to water tedst 08
follows I

AnlGr d we ,. Imoku eutt and stro Of vuteT frm b9"w

Iele So la&M rwe Observed aramd mU of the 4&r a eelm

rbs water pzwon" at *Ozzi VIA cut &W to give saX±za
pressu~re, Fiuys amliviarIz vwter sot on 60 bs..

Dim #1=0 waS te~sted I Na vb, 19M7.

Dome #1= sA IM 10 were tested March 51, 1957.

The No. 1 Dm cont~rol unit vwx inP~ected. 2% f13Olvtng inforwfttim
describes ocodt~t± fo~ and ctiUm takm:

a is. Dse*As fod wbm =nIt firflt tuzm4 Out
Zero: t8 1.2 volts positi"ve ith r*wpect to 81
DC bias t l 32 volts positive vith respect to 01

12 25.5 vulim pacitivw with rmaseet to 02
AC Bias: 81 21 Telts rw - tQ M1

b. wqpziced Vh with ww 6U7 pm t%,a ttumma M, 710/~1.

~t z -

62 -

C ~ ~ ~ ~ ý1 V!Z>A ,ojt) <WIV.. .nJ &.a .'
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SBrush -Reorder Anpl2it,,ae In ý)_visions

me #5 Error Signal Pre-Test Post Tzfst
in Degrees Qalibration Calibrpfionr-

CW 2 1.2 1.3 1.00
4 3.0 3.0 3.0
6 5.1 5.1 5.1
8 6.9 7.1 7,0

i0 9.1 9.1 9.1
12 Assume 10o9 (not taken) 10.9 I0M9
16 14.7 14.7 14.o7

CCW 2 1.6 1.5 i.6
4 3.1 3.2 3,2
6 5.4 5.1 5.3
8 7,0 7.2 7.1

10 903 9.1 9.2
12 11.1 10o9 11.0
16 14.9 14.8 14.9

AFTER HEAT RUN CALIBRATION

CW 2 1.4 1.3 1.4
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8 7.0 7.1 7.0

10 9.1 9.1 9.1
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16 14.6 14.6 14.6

CCW 2 1.6 1,,6 1.6
4 3.1 3.3 3,,2
6 5.2 5.4 5.3
8 7.1 7.2 7.2

11.7 1,.I 24 oS•14.7 14 . 8 -,4 o7
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The followirs- agr~aentS are hereby entered irc;i o by 1Ir -Porce

)fissile Test Center and Oerlikon Tool & Arms Co,-,

1. The proposed method of improving the Astrod2 • - i.. oeti ýo
that they meet the requirements of paragrap: 36.2 _ .

Technical Exhibit SE/862-571B shell be essentially a 0 fol'o0w
The device will consist of a rubber sheet of suitablu izonposion
to withstand weather conditions at a seashore location -.nd f!leing
when th. seal is opened to the non-se--l -onditiono The rubbar-
sheet will be of sufficient width to come down over the mo±al skirr
around the upper rotating section and to extend in against the lower
base section. The sheet will be folded and will enclose in the fold
a rubber bungee cord, and the edges will be placed togetber and heol
tightly against the aluminum angle at the lower edge of the upper
rotating section by means of the metal skirt and screws. In opera-
tion, it will be necessary in order to open the seal to pull the
rubber sheet and bungee cord out away from the lower base section
and up over the metal skirt on the lower edge of the upper rotating
section. Suitable means shall be provided to initiate the manual
opening of the seal without damage to the seal or dome and a method
of preventing the seal from returning to closed position during
periods of operation shall be provided° The design shall be essential-
ly as show" in the attached sketch.

2. Oerlikon shall furnish three (3) of the above described rubber
seals and shall perform installation of these coals on Astro-

domea Noe. 4, 5, and 6.

3. Upon installation of the rubber seals on Astrodomes Nos. 4, 5,
and 69, Air Porce M!issile Test Center will accept these units

tiLd the Contractor shall not be liable for any furtaer change or
modification to the Dome seal.

Directorate of Rnnge Assistant to President
Dnvvlppmont Oerlikon Tool & Arrs. Corp.

estaHerbrt Wb Cubnor

Best Available Copy
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